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CIVIL DEFENDERS MUST BE PREPARED

Speaking at a Civil Defence Review at Smethwick on Saturday,
Mr. Herbert Morrison said

The so-called Baedeker raids launched by the Germans against some of our

Cathedral cities present certain interesting features. One is the increasingly
shameless and naked exaggeration of the significance of these raids in the

Nazi reports to their own country. Exeter becomes an important port,

Canterbury a great centre of transport -and industry, Ipswich is described as on

alternative port of supply for London,

The whole scale and significance of the raids is magnified fifty tines over.

Some raids consisting of nothing more than a moderate number of incendiary bombs

have been described as though they were large scale attacks.

One of the Nazi broadcasters speaking after tire tremendous R.A.F. attacks

on Cologne and Essen, used the raid on Canterbury on proof of the truth of

Hitler’s words that, if we attacked Germany the would be returned three

and fourfold. Never have Goebels' propagandists lied more recklessly than in

the past few weeks.

But a second point to be borne in mind is that this almost complete

separation between fact and propaganda can hardly be expected to continue

indefinitely even in Germany, Since it is obviously considered by the Nazis

to be a matter of great importance that they should satisfy the German people

that our raids on German cities are being repaid in full and more than in full,
the tine may come, and before very long, when they must try to give a more solid

basis to their assertions*

If that does happen, it is, from the point of view of higher strategy, a

matter for satisfaction. It means that ‘Hitler will have been forced to move

bombers which he sorely needs elsewhere and to hazard, then against the

greatly increased power of our night defences in order to pursue the old

hopeless Nazi game of trying to smash Britain by bombing her civil objectives.

But it will mean a testing time for the civil defenders in the cities attacked

who must be ready to give all they have of skill and devotion to their tasks.

And the civil population generally mil, I know, play their part.



In the cities and towns already attacked the Civil Defence Services

have given an account of themselves worthy in every way of the splendid
traditions of the blitz of 1940/41* This is all the more creditable

because Civil Defence has undergone sane changes, With the present
calls upon mon-power for the armed forces and industry, its numbers

have been reduced*

The role of the part-timer has become relatively greater. Many

of the services/learned to work interchangeably one with another.

But the outcome has been a performance that is a credit to all

concerned* The National Fire Service has demonstrated its value

beyond all question. The Fire Guard, have stood to their posts and

fought back with magnificient courage.

I salute them all- men and. women alike.

The final point which the recent raids have illustrated is the

groat value of the regional organisation to Civil Defence, The

towns which have been attacked have been of moderate size, just those

which would find it hardest to cope out of their own resources with

the considerable weight of bombs which the enemy has on some

occasions dropped upon them*

The authorities of a number of those t owns have been loud, in

their praise and thanks for the way in which the regional organisation,
both in the National Fire Service, and in other aspects of Civil Defence

and post-raid, work, has co-oporated with them and brought them

support .and reinforcement in man~power and resources.

Not that I would suggest that the advantages of the regional

system are confined to the medium sized towns. It is sometimes

harder for the bigger cities - not their citizens but perhaps their

authorities - to appreciate to the full, and to acknowledge, the key

part played by the Region in defence against air bombardment.

I say deliberately there is not one great city in the country

■which has not cause for thankfulness for the help and support which

the regional system enables them to enjoy in their hour of need* Seme

of them have more cause than others - and you cannot always judge which

are the greatest beneficiaries by looking to see which are readiest in

their praises of the regional system*

But if the whole story could be told, or may 1 say when the whole

story comes to be told, you mil have the proof of my words. On -
that day the little differences and jealousies of today -will be

seen for what they are - petty and unworthy things by the side

of a great and. successful joint effort.
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